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Editorial
Today is Bush's inaugural ball. Reports say it costs over
40 million dollars, not including the cost of security. It
will be the first inauguration since 9/11, so security will
be tight—current estimates amount to nearly 12 million
dollars. But why is Bush spending so much on himself?
More importantly, where does all this money come
from? In Bush's case 18 million dollars comes from
wealthy supporters. Which can make a person wonder—
what's he giving them in return? All that's been reported
are tickets to the inauguration, but some say he's granting
meetings with donors.
The oath itself is said to only last between 30 seconds
and a minute, yet the whole area shuts down for a day—
this ends up costing taxpayers a grand total of nearly $66
million. We can't afford this. These pricey antics make a
mockery ofAmericans.
Inaugural balls have a tradition since George
Washington became the first President of the United
States. It's a day when our commander-in-chief is sworn
into office, regardless of whether or not he puts his hand
on the Bible during the oath.
Though having a ball is tradition, the idea surrounding
the ball has become misconstrued. What used to be a
special occasion to honor our President has now turned
into a rich boy's powerhouse party, with gourmet food
and fireworks.
With record deficit spending, and the wars in Iraq and
on terrorism, how can our country afford to have a leader
who spends so much money on himself? It seems that it's
become more than just a perk that comes with the title.
Not every president has had an inaugural ball—
Woodrow Wilson, for example. He felt the ball was an
unnecessary expense; especially during WWI. Many
officials believe the festivities should be put on hold, or at
least toned down during a national crisis. Unfortunately,
Bush is not one of these people.
Is all this money going towards forgetting the war for
a night of good times? Why doesn't Bush exercise the
same logic during the war on terror and use that money
for something necessary —like the people in Iraq? They
need armor more than you need a good glass of wine, Mr.
President.
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Trisha Leonard,
Amy Daybert and Kevin Curley. Signed commentaries re-
flect THE OPINIONS OF THE AUTHORS AND NOT NECESSARILY THOSE
of The Spectator, Seattle University or its student body.
Decreasing financial aid hurts students
William Hurd
Photo Editor
Its FAFSA time and once again
students will find outhow much they
will receive to assist in tuition costs.
The FAFSA is used to determine
how much financial aid the govern-
ment and your university is going to
give college students.
I feel that there are flaws inFAFSA
that do not truly benefit a student
when it's time to give aid. What about
increasing the amount of aid given
to a student each year, will this come
into play with how much tuition is
raised?
A couple ofpeople have the same
amount of aid given to them each
year. On paper this looks like this
may work.
In the case of my previously at-
tended university, a person literally
needed to go and talk to the person
in charge.
For some strange reason you can
file taxes as an independent person,
but still have your mailing address
be your parents address? With this
occurring you will receive more
money.
But while you are in college your
parents can still claim you as a de-
pendent. Do people look and see if
parents claim their children not as
dependents and then in rum still pay
for their child's education.
One thing that Iwonder is whether
or not the cost ofeducationrising in
is factored into the amount of aid
given out.
With each coming year the amount
of college tuition has raised about
$1,500 at private universities. Will
colleges factor this in and give more
money to help out with this rising
cost? In many cases this is not hap-
pening.
Talking with a couple of students
they have told me that they or their
friend's aid has remained the same.
But this is only a smallpercentage of
students. So whatabout otherstudents
that Ihaven't mentioned; do they see
an increase in aid to help out?
Bring to light the increase in col-
lege attendance. By allowing more
students to come to college they
help these students with getting a
higher education. Of the students
in attendance at Seattle University
10percent of current students had
a grade point average lower than 3.0
at theirrespective high school. They
likely will not receive scholarships
that will help with the financial aid.
Students will be stuck paying an
average of$6,000 to $10,000 a year
for tuition.Are they actually helping
these students out?
The last thing is the need for incen-
tive systems in place withadditional
financial aid. It already exists for
some scholarships. Why should a
college invest money into a student
if all that is needed to stay at the
school is a C average, a 2.0 Grade
point average.
Hypothetical example, John Stu-
dent, is given a $8,000 grant but no
scholarships. In the grant there is no
stipulation that a student must main-
tain a GPAhigher than 2.0. Currently
a 2.0 GPA is the bare minimum.
Will the student exactly find the
incentive to succeed ata higher level?
Is he really getting everything that a
college education gives a person?
Raising the standard should free up
more money for people who want
to be here.
William Hurd is a junior
social work major. Send
feedback and comments to
Will at hurdwl@seattleu.edu
Opportunity in the eyes of a crisis
Hanisha Shewakramani
Guest Columnist
"Ya, Ya I know what it is, it's a
Tsunami and it started in Indone-
sia...", thus started my aunt in a
somewhat smug tone, always prid-
ing herself on knowing the news
and gossip first. This was the first
I heard ofit. It was just news, more
information to assault my already
desensitized ears.
As an Indian who has resided
in the Middle East, I've seen it
all in the past few years: A major
war with the neighboring country
of Pakistan, multiple terrorist
attacks on Indian landmarks, a
major earthquake followed by
huge devastation, the rapid and
unforeseen change ofpolitical par-
ties in India, uncountable political
and economic scandals, two major
American attacks in the region and
so many deaths that it continues to
horrify me.
What was a natural disaster in
the face of all that, I thought? I
remember almost dismissing the
situation as more upheaval in the
area and just shaking my head
in the face of disaster. But as the
tolls began to mount, so did my
emotions. Seeing all the images of
Mother Nature devouring her own
children pour on to my TV made
me both sick and sorry.
But worse were the things I
heard outside of my living room,
the reasons and reasoning behind
the disaster. 1 heard flippant dis-
missals in the face of mounting
death and displaced tolls, just like
I had dismissed in the beginning.
I heard scientific reasoning, which
did not comfort me and theological
reasoning which upset me even
more. I thought of those who had
passed away, but more I thought
about those who had survived,
those who had lost their whole
families and had nowhere to live,
those who could only see the bro-
ken vestiges of their lives in front
of them. I thought of the little Indo-
nesian boy who had saved himself
by hanging on to a tree branch
for more than 60 hours and even
though it was a miracle that he
had survived, all ofhis family and
home had disappeared. I asked my-
selfand others why, why it was that
this had happened. It seemed like
no one had an answer that would
comfort me. At last, in the midst
of my cynicism and emotional
turmoil, I found the answer.
As in the face of all turmoil, I,
like so many others around me,
turned to god. As a Hindu, when
I asked why, I was told about kar-
mic equations. As someone who
■es both in the Muslim Middleand the ChristianAmerica, I
was told about sin and retribution.
None of these answers comforted
me. Until one day I came to be
upon a conversation with a Mus-
lim friend, who instead of giving
me the usual cut and dry answers
on what the Book said, expressed
what I had already been thinking.
Instead
is a time to
others, and
hereby, un-
and the
roots of humankind. This is a time
to help in whatever way we can.
So, in response, I ask you to
come and help in your own way.
Some of the campus organizations
have come together to form a coali-
tion, Seattle University Students
for Tsunami Relief. Come and
donate, and if you can't donate
money, then donate a littleof your
time. Check it out at www.scattleu.
edu/tsunamirelief or contact us
tsunamirelief@seaUleu.edu.
There will be Christian, Mus-
lim, Jewish, Hindu and Buddhist
perspectives among others and a
round circle discussion on find-
ing answers in times of crisis.
For more information, please
contact Erin Beary, the Multi-
faith and Ecumenical minister
at beai~ye@seattleu.edu or me at
shevvakra@seattleu.edu.
Hanisha Shewakramani is a junior
political science major. Send
feedback and comments to Hanisha
at shewakra@seattleu. edu
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Faulty air service hurts industry
Canda Harbaugh
News Editor
This year, I made a New
Year's resolution a couple
days after the New Year: I
will avoid commercial air-
lines - Horizon Airline, in
particular - at all costs.
An airline is one of the few
businesses that can charge an
obscene amount of money
for their service and still
not guarantee you anything.
When you book a flight, you
don't know ifyou'll actually
leave or arrive on time.When
you walk into the airport, you
don't know if your things
will be ransacked or your
body violated.And whenyou
step onto the airplane, you
don't know if you'll end up
flying where you intended or
ifyour plane will land some-
where along the way, making
you wait several hours - or
days - to get to your destina-
tion. Once you get to your
destination, you don't know
ifyour luggage will be there
- or ifyou will ever see your
luggage again.
This is the reality of the
flying experience. As a na-
tion, we are lenient about
the airport's inconveniences
because many of them are
unavoidable. The weather
and other unforeseeable ob-
stacles, such as the need
for unexpected plane main-
tenance, keep flights from
being* on-time or from even
leaving the ground.
Understandable, although
no less annoying.
Then there are the post-
-9/11 security measures,
which are such a joke they
are barely worth mentioning.
We wait in line and take off
our shoes, coat, belt, hat and
everything in our pockets.
If we win the lottery, we get
to stand to the side and be
"wanded." The really lucky
people get patted down like
criminals.
Airport security will take
away my nail file, but allow
me my razor and collection
of lighters. Once, while tak-
ing my backpack as a carry-
on, I unknowingly brought
a pair of scissors. The extra
security measures are like
having floatation devices and
other emergency equipment
on the plane; they may make
you feel safe, but that doesn't
mean you're any safer.
I ride a shuttle to the air-
port, arrive two hours early
to ensure I don't miss my
plane, wait for the flight
(which is usually late), and
finally fly to my destination.
In the amount of time it takes
to go through that process, I
could almost drive the dis-
tance myself - without all
the hassle.
Once again, however, these
are expected inconveniences.
We want to be safe, so we ar-
rive extra early, we allow our
things to be picked through
and our bodies searched.
But, with all these incon-
veniences that are tolerated
out of necessity, we should
not have to put up with them
anymore.
This was the attitude I held
when I boarded a Horizon
Airline airplane inKalispell,
Montana, onTuesday, Jan. 4.
Little did I know, airlines can
add a lot more inconvenience
to your life than you may
expect.
Feeling a bit bored, I
looked out the window. I
watched airport personnel
load luggage onto the con-
veyerbelt and into the plane.
When they got to thebottom
of their luggage cart, and
only had four bags left to
load, they paused and spoke
into their walkie-talkies. I
recognized the curly gold
ribbon I tied to my bag and
felt reassured because I at
least knew it found its way
to the right plane.
But then, to my utter hor-
ror and disbelief, I saw the
airport personnel drive off
with my luggage.
"Excuse me, where are
they going with my luggage?
Look! They're driving away
with my luggage!" I cried.
The flight attendant gave
me a knowing smile.
"Oh, they're probably just
taking it to the other side of
the plane," she lied through
her teeth.
I was still uneasy but I
didn't want to create any
more of a scene, so I sank
into my seat.
And, of course, once I
made it to Seattle, my lug-
gage was no where to be
found. Horizon employees
told me to wait to see if
it was in the next flight.
The longer I waited, the more
frustrated I got. My plane
was already late getting in,
and I had so many things
I needed to do that night.
Finally, a Horizon employee
had me describe my bag,
give her my phone number
and address. I returnedhome,
wondering how I was going
to shower without toiletries.
The next day, I called the
eight hundred number I was
given to inquire about my
luggage. I got a recording
that said to call during their
business hours from 6 a.m.
to 11 p.m. I called this num-
ber all day and got the same
recording, except from about
three to five, whenthe phone-
line was busy.
Then, fortunately, an air-
line employee called me and
said my luggage would be at
my doorby 11 p.m. At about
11:201was not unhappy atall
to be awakened by an airport
employee calling me from
his cell phone. He told mehe
was on Jefferson Street, and
asked where I lived.
Delighted thatmy luggage
was so close to being in my
possession, I explained that
he needed to find the drive-
way turn-offon James Street,
drive up the hill and past the
parking garage to get to my
building.
"No, no, I can't find that,"
he said. "Just meet me at the
driveway. I'm in a big, white
van."
I didn't really want to do
that since I justwoke up and
it was late, dark and cold
outside, but he didn't leave
room for argument. He was
short with me and it was
clear he wanted to hang up,
so I agreed.
I walked down the hill to
wait forhim. He didn't show.
The next hour consisted of
me walking up and down the
hill, looking otherall over for
him in case he misunderstood
my directions.
I went to my room and had
my friend stay by the phone
and then returned to the
James Street turn-off.
Then, there it was: a big,
white van. I smiled at the
driver inside, but he drove
right past me up the driveway
to my building. I joggedafter
him, a little angry, and when
I reached the top, I asked,
"So are you the guy with my
luggage?"
Apparently not. Wrong
big, white van.
Crestfallen, I walkedback
down the hill. Eventually,
the man showed - in a white
suburban. But not after call-
ing my phone and complain-
ing my friend out. When he
appeared, he began the same
rant with me.
/ was supposed to meet
him on the corner of James
and Broadway, and he was
waiting there thewhole time.
/ was costing the airport
money. Because of me, peo-
ple are going to be angry with
him for waking them up to
return their luggage.
I didn't mind that my flight
was late. The luggage was
probably not loaded on my
flight because it would have
been unsafe for the plane to
hold that much weight, and I
could deal with that. My lug-
gage was lost, but I was still
pleasant and polite with the
people behind the Horizon
desk because it was not their
fault and they were trying
to help me. When the eight
hundred number turned out
to be apractical joke,I didn't
bother calling the main Hori-
zon line because I had faith
that I would get my luggage
back. I could deal with these
inconveniences.
However, what happened
atmidnight outside my build-
ing is a completely different
story. The man made it sound
as though I was a huge in-
convenience to him. It's his
job to deliver luggage and
the whole ordeal was my
inconvenience. The airport
screwed up. It was their
fault my luggage was miss-
ing and that is why it was
theirresponsibility to return
it - to my door. Whether I
misunderstood or he mis-
understood doesn't make a
difference because I should
not have been standing alone
outside in the middle of the
night waiting for my lug-
gage.
That is an inconvenience
that no airline can afford, and
I hope Horizon Air knows
it.
Cauda Harbaugh is a
sophmore journalism
major. Send feedback and
comments to Cauda at
gamdanishere@hotmail.
com
Rant Of the Week: Students getting shafted by TC3 do-gooders
I'm sick and tired of hear-
ing so much about how the SU
community is going to help the
residents of Tent City.
The only reason, in my opin-
ion, that we are hosting Tent
City is to let our school look
good in the public eye.
What are we accomplishing
having them stay here? I haven't
heard any positive feedback
from any of my friends. Of
course that's probably because
they're not social work majors
or campus ministry volunteers.
The office of Jesuit Identity
will tell you that we [SU] are
upholding the mission state-
ments. However, that excuse
doesn't hold water with me.
I understand that students
should be educated in social jus-
tice issues, but I don't think that
social justice issues should be
forced upon the students. If the
school took a better approach to
their decision, maybe I would be
a little more enthusiastic about
these new residents of our com-
munity.
It's not that I don't feel that
homelessness is not important,
it's that I believe that there
are better ways to address
homelessness. We should be
looking for long term solu-
tions to the problem, not short
term solutions that prolong the
problem.
WA state governor recounts
risks reputation of all involved
Kai Smith
Staff Columnist
Editor's note: This editorial
was supposed to run last week,
but was postponed due to the
Letters to the Editor regarding
Dannette Sullivan.
For the last two months, the
next governor ofWashington has
beenall but certain. Former state attorney general Christine
Gregoire has gone from an apparent victor, to the underdog
andback to thevictor, as ofDec. 23" 1. In this fluctuating power
struggle,with victory so close foreach candidate, exercising
integrity and soundjudgmentseems to have taken a position
on the back burner, only to be replaced with an unrelenting
passion forvictory. Before continuing though, I'd like to clear
the air and note that theaim of this editorial is not to portray
the gubernatorial race in Washington as corrupt. Rather, it
is an objective look at the hypocrisy and questionable acts
that have occurred during the closest gubernatorial race in
the State's history.
Success inpolitics requires strong and confidentleadership,
but what happened to sound judgmentand candor? Nearly
every spokesperson and supporter, for both Democrat Gre-
goire andRepublican DinoRossi, has assured the public that
their candidate will be victorious in the end. These definite
statements from both sides beg the considerationthat one of
these political camps is either dead wrong or simply lying.
As ofDec.24, Gregoire led by 130 votes and stated "The
election is over. I hope we can move forward, unite our state
andaddress theproblems our state is facing." The trouble is,
this attitude onlyreared its head during her lead. Just weeks
earlier, as Gregoire trailedRossiby 42 votes, she commented
that it's a "tiedrace." The message seems to be that 42 votes
aren't substantial enoughfor victory, yet 130are. Regrettably,
these hypocritical messages are not constrained to just one
candidate.
On Dec. 1,Republican candidateDinoRossiresponded to
his 42-vote leadby stating ""The reality is that we've won,"
followed by "If you countand recount andrecount and just
keep recounting until youfinally win, what do you really have
in the end?An illegitimate governorship." Despite his earlier
comments, Washington State Republican Chairman Chris
Vance stated on Dec. 24, in regards to Gregoire's 130 vote
lead, "We believeDino Rossi is the legitimate Governor-elect
ofthe State ofWashington and we will continue fighting to
protect his election," Once again, more hypocrisy. Accord-
ing to Rossi's camp, a 42 vote lead was substantial to claim
"we've won." Yet when they trail by 130 votes, they will
"continue fighting to protect his election." All of this leads
me to wonder whether these folks are erroneous or simply
attempting to deceive the public.
While both parties may genuinely believe they are in the
right, given the times when each candidate supports the sta-
tus of the election, it's likely to be more than a coincidence.
Rather, it seems to be selective support of the election and
it'sshady atbest. If the electiontruly was in jeopardy, as both
parties have declared, why are they so quick to call an end
to the election during their respective leads? What's even
more disturbing is thatno matter which candidateultimately
assumes office, their four year tenure will be tainted with
the illegitimacy that has risen during the past two months.
Indeed, these two politicians have created a lose-lose situa-
tion for themselves.
Yet through all ofthis, and despite the likelihood of dis-
honestly and unsound judgment in this election, it should be
remembered that this ongoing tug-of-war is allowed only in
nations thatrespect individual opinions and the popular elec-
tion ofgovernors. So whileAmericans maybe just in feeling
frustrated and distressed with the goings-on in Washington,
know that these problems are necessary small costs to pay
for a nation whereleaders are elected by the people. The right
to petition, disagree and fight for what one believes is right,
regardless ofhow honest and intelligent these petitions are,
ispossible only in countries thatstrive to respect equalityand
freedom of speech. It is easy to speak negatively about the
world ofpolitics, but the ease in which citizens can do so is
indicative ofa respectful and relatively accountable nation.
Kai Smith is afreshman political science and history
doublemajor. Sendfeedbackand comments to Kai at
sm it2ls3@seattleu. edu
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Annual Martin Luther King Dinner a hit
Lauren Padgett
SU embraces MLK's message ofpeace, acceptance
Staff Writer
Delicious smells ofchicken mingled with the laughter
ofguests from all walks of life in the Campion Ballroom
last Thursday night. The annual Martin Luther King,
Jr. Dinner Celebration featured guest speakers, student
performances, food and prizes.
Alyson Palmer, co-president of the Black Student
Union (BSU), and Ruben Velasco, ASSU Minority
Student Representative, directed the night's activities.
The dinner was hosted by BSU, ASSU and number of
other organizations.
The message of Thursday's dinnerwas a unique one.
Each speaker spoke of peace and acceptance from per-
sonal to worldwide relationships. Instead of narrowly
focusing on the life and death of Martin Luther King,
Jr., the speakers spoke of his legacy and presence in
today's world.
Multi-cultural appreciation was the theme of the eve-
ning, which was exemplified by the dinner, which con-
sisted of everything from Southern to Asian cuisine.
Felicia Hall, a sophomore journalism major, provided
musical entertainment, and began the evening with a
moving rendition of the Black National Anthem "Lift
Every Voice and Sing." She concluded with Whitney
Houston's "You Were Loved."
President of Students for Peace and Justice in Pales-
tine (SPJP) at SU, Zaher Hulays, junior biology major,
demanded civil rights in the Middle East and the need
for a more selfless American society.
"These civil rights are not white rights, black rights
or even American rights, but universal rights that every
person who ever walked the face of the earth should
enjoy," asserted Hulays.
According to Hulays, big changes are needed at home
more than ever.
"On average," Hulays stated, "schools in minority
areas are still underperforming."
Huiays discussed the need for more resources for the
impoverished in America, most of which are minori-
ties.
To honor the struggle for equality during the Civil
Rights Movement, a slide show ofcivil rights activism
played with familiar scenes of police brutality toward
blacks and other civil rights demonstratorsof the 19605.
Also depicted were the modern struggles for equality
- the gay rights movement and pictures of the Middle
Eastern conflicts.
Keynote speaker Dr. Joseph Scott, Professor Emeri-
tus of Sociology from the University of Washington,
brought new perspective to the conflict resolution
method that Dr. King advocated.
Scott is a living legend, as he is the first black man
in the history of the United States to be hired by a
southern university. He was an active participant in the
Civil Rights Movement, and was involved in sit-ins and
demonstrations throughout the South.
"[Civil rights] is about reconciliation, not defeat of
the adversary," Scott said.
He talked about non-violence as key in the Civil
Rights Movement of the 19605.
"Non-violent action is directed to eliminating evil,
not destroying the evil-doer," said Scott.
Dr. Scott applied Dr. King's methods of conflict reso-
lution to everyday life. He talked about compromise and
the importance of empathy in every relationship.
Embracing the ethnicity of Seattle University,
members of the Taotao Tano Club performed a dance
from their native Mariana Islands. Wearing traditional
clothing, these dancers sang along and danced to native
music to close the night's festivities.
Photos by Kyle Smith
Last Thursday's annual MLK Dinner brought a variety
ofpeople together to follow Dr. King's example of cel-
ebrating diversity and demanding equal rights for all.
Felicia Hall (top right, moving clockwise), sophomore
journalism major, sings the Black National Anthem
"Lift EveryVoice and Sing." JuniorDavid Byrd recites
a portion of Martin Luther King Jr.'s "I Have a Dream
Speech." Keynote speaker, Dr. Joseph Scott, speaks
of his own involvement in the Civil Rights Movement.
Zaher Hulays, a junior biology major, discusses the
universal struggle for equality.
Seattle's Annual
Martin Luther King Jr.
Rally and March 2005
Seattle University students
made the 16-block muddy
trek up to Garfield High
School Monday morning
to attend Seattle's annual
Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. Rally and March. Upon
arriving at the Garfield
gymnasium, the students,
as well as several thousand
fellow Seattleites (right),
were welcomed with Afri-
can American dancing and
drumming. The rally rocked
the crowd from 11:00 a.m. to
12:00 p.m. through various
speeches and music, all shar-
ing the theme of unity and
acceptance for all. After-
ward, the crowd took to the
streets with signs, banners
and plenty of spirit (left).
They marched through the
streets of Seattle until they
arrived at the King County
Courthouse downtown.
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Students and staff voice concern
over dismissal of long-time friend
Trisha Leonard
President Sundborg agrees to listen, but maintains his stance
Editor-in - Chief
Emotions ran high yesterday as nearly
80 members of the Seattle University
community gathered in a Pigott confer-
ence room to hear President Steven Sun-
dborg say that Seattle University will not
be reinstating Dannette Sullivan.
Students and faculty filed into the
room, wearing large bright pink stickers
reading "Reinstate Dannette." Members
By dismissing Dannette,
you 've dismissed our
mother hen.
Emily Flemming, junior
English and history major
of the Concerned Friends of Dannette
Sullivan sat in a row of chairs behind
Sundborg as he addressed the attentive
audience before him.
"The decision to dismiss Dannette
was not made known to students," said
Brian Johnson, SU student and member
of theprotesting group. "Since Dannette
came to this university it has seen a 10
percent growth in its retention rates.
More quality students have come to SU
and are staying at SU."
"Dannette had a unique ability to unite
the Administration's goals with the stu-
dents' needs," added Johnson.
Sundborg began by saying that this
was a difficult position for him to be in
because it is very rare that he is asked to
"discuss personnel issues publicly."
"When I agreed to come here, I
thought it was just going to be maybe
40 students," said Sundborg. "But this
turnout shows that professors care,
students care, the staffcares and Seattle
University cares."
"What students value is most impor-
tant," he stated. "Dannette is an un-
usual, exceptional kind ofperson. This
situation is unusual because she was an
unusual person."
Sundborg proceeded to tell the audi-
ence that he talked to Dannette this past
weekend.
"She knew that it was my decision,
and she respects that," he said.
"This is the worst situation in the way
it came to be," said Sundborg. "There
were hurried notes that weren't well
thought out."
"But I am not reconsidering the deci-
sion," he said. "I am willing to consider
what I hearhere today, but Iam not willing,
as president of this university, to indicate
that I'm reconsidering my decision."
After this introduction, the floor was
opened to students to share their stories
about Dannette.
Nick McCarvel, a freshman journal-
ism major, saidhe tried to tackle the issue
from a faith-based perspective.
"What kind of message was God try-
ing to tell us?" he asked.
He also added that thebright pink color
ofthe stickers was fitting because it's loud
and beautiful, just like Dannette.
"I'm a member of the class of 2008,
the biggest class size in SU's 100-year
history," he claimed. "I think Dannette
had something to do with that."
McCarvel finished his comments by
saying "I think SU has made a big mis-
take — I ask that she be reinstated."
Emily Flemming, member of Con-
cernedFriends, said "ifDannette had not
been at SU I would not have come here.
She called usher 'Montana Chicks'— by
dismissing Dannette, you've dismissed
our mother hen."
"Reinstate Dannette — connect the
mind to what matters — Dannette mat-
ters," she finished.
Nick Lofing, member of Concerned
Friends, also shared his feelings on the
matter by reading an anonymous letter
from a "concerned and prayerful staff
member." He felt these words must be
given a voice.
"Aspirit offear, anger and disillusion-
ment has come upon Seattle University,"
he read.
"It's inconceivable that she would
leave SU," read Lofing. "We're not that
gullible — Dannette was fired. And if
Dannette was fired, who among the staff
is safe? You've ripped the soul out of
our midst."
"I hope that University Advancement
calls me so I can ask them never to call
me again,"he continued. "I'll never give
themmoney."
"There is no place at SU for petty
politics," he finished, quivering. "What
am I supposed to do with this?"
"It feels like a funeral to us," com-
mented Sundborg. "This is a time for
me not to defend my decision. It's a
time for me to hear, as president, about
this experience, whether it's in anger or
appreciation."
"I don'tbelieve the essence ofSU rests
on one person," he said.
At this point, the floor was opened for
audience members to comment.
"We feel we can come to you — we
don't believe this was your decision
— you've got a bigger heart than that,"
said a facilities operations employee.
"We have a huge hole in our soul, and
it's not going to go away."
Anne Carragher, director of recre-
ational sports, stated that the e-mail
sent on Jan. 5 by Provost Sue Seeker,
announcing Dannette's dismissal, was
what bothered her.
"The thing that caught my breath
was the e-mail," she stated. "It wasn't
something we could give feedback to.
It was just there — in black and white
on the screen."
Sundborg also pointed out that Seeker
had offered to come to today's meeting.
"I told her she shouldn'tbecause it would
change the atmosphere."
Sundborg didn't attempt to defend
the e-mail, but said that it was sent "in a
moment of rush."
"I don't know what communication
would have been appropriate," he stated.
Sundborg tried to ease the tension in
the room by commenting that "hurt is a
strength."
"Seattle University is never just going
to be a community or an institution," he
said. "Itneeds to be both. The question is:
how does a universityof6800 studentsand
1000 staffchange?" statedSundborg.
"I trust in change, it's a wonderful
thing to be ambitious," said Andrea
Wong, liturgical music coordinator.
"But I also learned to be creative in the
people that contribute to it. What I saw
in Dannette was an ability to not stay
stagnant. Where's the trust that a person
can change with the university?"
Sundborg declined to comment, say-
ing that it was viewed differently by Dr.
Susan Seeker and Dannette Sullivan.
A line has been crossed...
Dannette Sullivan will
not be working at Seattle
University.
Father Stephen Sundborg,
SU President
"My judgmentwas that there was ade-
quate opportunity — this was not thekind
ofperson to fill the need," he said. "A line
has been crossed that Dannette Sullivan
will not be working at SeattleUniversity.
That's just not a possibility."
"This decision was made as a strategy
— this is not a personal matter," he
reinforced.
"We will have another crisis," re-
sponded Father Jerry Cobb. "I would
hate to see you go down and not be
president. You don't have the openness
to even say you're considering it," he
continued. "I can't believe this."
"My decision is the one that you
know," ended Sundborg.
The emotionally charged atmosphere
at the meeting indicated that the issue
stays at an impasse. Several protesters
burst into tears. The protest group did
not announce any further action.
Photo by Trisha Leonard
Nick Lofing speaks against the
dismissal of Dannette Sullivan,
former assistant provost for
enrollment services.
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Ready or not...
Tent City is Coming
in February!
Tent City 3 is coming to SU and so are a se-
ries of events aimed at educating the public
about the urgent issue of homelessness and
the experiences of Tent City 3 residents.
You might have already missed yesterday's
presentation, "Ending Homelessness through
Advocacy Service Learning," so be sure not
to miss the following events.
(A simple lunch is available at the mid-day events)
Mobilizing our Community
to End Homelessness
Monday, Feb. 7from 7 to 8:30p.m.
Panel discussion with SU President Steve Sundborg,
King CountyExecutive Ron Sims, UnitedWayboard
member Dan Brettler, and Tent City 3 residents
A Conversation with Tent
City 3 Residents
Thursday, Feb. 10from noon to 1:30p.m.
Tent City residents present and engage in conversa-
tions with attendees.
The Faith Community Re-
sponse to Homelessness
Thursday, Feb. 17from 7 to 8:30p.m.
Panel with Very Rev. Robert Taylor, Rabbi Daniel
Weiner, Rev. Craig Rennebohm, and Josephine
Tamayo-Murray, director of Catholic Community
Services ofKing County.
Just Housing? The Relation-
ships of Human Services,
Jobs and Affordable Hous-
ing
Tuesday, Feb. 22 from 7 to 8:30 p.m.
Panel with Paul Carlson, Regional Coordinator of
the U.S. Interagency Council on Homelessness;
Shane Rock, executive director of the Washington
Low Income Housing Coalition; Josephine Tamayo-
Murray, director of Catholic CommunityServices of
King County; and Kris Stadelman, CEO ofWorkforce
Development Council of Seattle-King County.
The Dynamics of
Homelessness
Wednesday, Feb. 23 from noon to 1:30
p.m.
Panel with Ed Reed, of the Matteo Ricci and Criminal
Justiceprograms, and Bill Hobson, of the Downtown
Emergency Service Center.
Life on the Streets: Young
Adults and Homelessness
Thursday, Feb. 24from noon to 1:30p.m.
Panel with speakers from the homeless youth advo-
cacy organization, Peace on the Streets by Kids from
the Streets.
Educational Visits to Tent
City 3
Monday through Friday, daylight hours.
To learn more about Tent City 3 residents' lives and
experiences, anyone is welcome to visit Tent City 3
individually. Groups, preferable from five people to
no more than20, are asked to schedule visits Monday
or Friday afternoons, from 1 to 5 p.m., or Wednesday
mornings, from 9 a.m. to noon. Group visits will in-
clude an explanation ofcamp logistics and 30 minutes
for questions and answers with a Tent City 3 resident.
To schedule, contact Eddie Salazar at 206.296.6133
or salazare@seattleu.edu.
BestBubble
&' Tea in Seattte!
Thai Green Curry- ,£,..-
Chicken Satay |J ■
Sandwiches % $fr %®
Get 10% off any Hot Entree and
bubble tea combo Take-out order
(Offervalid with coupon only; expires 01/31/05)
FREE 12-oz.Coffee with any hot
Breakfast Sandwich order
1100 12th Ave, #101- Seattle, WA 98122
Take-out: (206) 324-2324
Center of the Arts first in series of facility upgrades
Julian Hunt
Staff Writer
Students may have noticed the precipice
of boards lining what used to be the Cam-
pus Service Building. Students may also
have noticed SU's lack of facilities for the
arts. This absence is part of the reason The
Center for the Arts is under construction,
while the university's most recent capital
campaign is in its quiet phase.
Construction and renovation of The
Center for the Arts, the Lemieux Libray,
the Pigott Auditorium and the Connolly
Center are all part of a new campaign
We Make."
Campaigning to
reach a goal as am-
bitious as $150 mil-
lion in six years isn't
possible without big
donors. Richard and
Betty Hedreen, with
a gift of $500,000,
are major contribu-
tors to the Center for
the Arts project, and
happen to be the same
people who donated
the collection ofmod-
ITi art on display ine Student Center.The Center for therts may be about the
only completed con-
struction project that current sophomores
and juniors will get to utilize, as its debut
lentatively
scheduled for September of
yhen informed about the project, Kris-
Roach, fine arts and English major,
iressed the importance of investing in
"It's good [the university] is doing this
first, instead of putting the money into
Business and Law. That's pretty important
as a liberal arts school."
The design of the 11,000 square-foot
building located on 12th and Marion fell
to the local architectural firm LMN. Upon
completion, it will hold approximately 135
people, including amenities such as a prop
room and a costume shop.
According to Roach, the facility is much
needed, as her choir can't do performances
on campus.
The acoustics in the Pigott Auditorium
are also slated for improvement, via the
capital campaign. This enhancement will
benefit choir, the arts and the university as
a whole. This was made possible, in large
part, by a $1.5 million donation from the
Paccar Foundation, a heavy-duty truck
manufacturer.
The Pigott project also fell to LMN
Architects.
But facility upgrades are not the only
areas to be affected. Mary McFadden,
university advancement vice president and
campaign manager, contends that scholar-
ships, grants and progressive faculty sup-
port are also under the umbrella of fundrais-
ing. She hints that these are, perhaps, the
most crucial parts of it.
"The question we asked ourselves was
'What do we need to become the premier
independent university in Washington?'"
In order to answer this question, SU
President Fr. Stephen Sundborg led cam-
paign chairs, including McFadden, Anne
Farrell, John Meisenbachand Costco CEO
Jim Sinegal, through a mission, vision
and values exercise to help decide what
buildings and areas needed funding and
development.
"A major outcome ofthat was, of course,
deciding to focus on attracting the best
students through scholarships, and offering
faculty better employment packages," said
McFadden. "In that way, it's a comprehen-
sive campaign."
Future students like Justice McGregor
may be relieved to hear that. McGregor, a
juniorMatteo Ricci student, estimates that
he'll have $20,000 in loans by the time he
graduates.
On the other hand, the generous scholar-
ships are part of the reason Roach selected
SU, receiving $9,000 a year.
But whether facilities or scholarships
or both win is speculation, as most of that
depends on donations.
"Our gifts are donor driven," says Mc-
Fadden. "They might not want to give to
everything. They might want their money
to go to something specific."
The largest donation thus far has been
from Gary Brinson, whose donation of
$3.5 million will go to the faculty chair
of finance.
McFadden seems optimistic about the
campaign, claiming it's gaining real mo-
mentum.
"It's about the difference SU makes in
the lives of students, and the difference SU
makes in the community. That's why we've
named it 'For the Difference We Make for
Seattle U.'"
However, students shouldn't expect to
hear or see much about the campaign until
it passes the quiet phase, with about half
of the $150 million raised.
"For the Difference We Make" is cur-
rently at 18 percent of its goal.
Courtesy of LMN Architects
Expected to be completed fall of this year, this
is an architect's rendition of the new Center of
the Arts on 12th Ave.
Student speaks
against religious
fundamentalism
in Israel
Molly Cevasco
Staff Writer
How do you preserve your faith in the
face of an assault by violent fundamen-
talists, who choose to literally interpret
aspects of your subscribed doctrine, while
ignoring others?
The political struggles existing within Israel
between the Israelis and Palestinians has long
been a topic of discussion. However, Israeli
policy raises other questions that continue to
beg for the involvement of the international
community.
Though the struggle in Israel is not com-
pletely religious, the religious elements call
for the attention of those participants in the
religious community.
Ben Murane, seniorbusiness major, brought
up this precise issue in his talk last Thursday,
titled "Between Faith and Fundamentalism:
Confrontations in the Holy Land." After
spending part of the summer and all of last
quarter in Israel, Murane had a lot to say about
the conflict - and his own Jewish faith.
As Murane outlined, the conflict within
Israel raises questions such as "What is the
role of religion in conflict when it's a source
of conflict? Within my own faith, what am I
to do? What are each of the faiths supposedto
do about their own fundamentalism?"
Therefore, beyond politics, Israel forces
people of faith to address the aspects of faith
that often encompass a small majority, but
Latest salon addresses poverty ofthe affluent
Megan Peter
Staff Writer
"Poverty is not just poverty of material
things. Poverty of mind, poverty of feeling
- is in the most affluent ofsociety," explained
Dr. Peter Whybrow.
Whybrow, director of the UCLA Neuro-
psychiatric Institute, has taken his knowl-
edge ofpsychiatiy and applied it to American
society. At last Wednesday's academic salon,
he explained the themes of his most recent
book, "America Mania: When More is Not
Enough," which included his theories on the
fast-pacedAmerican lifestyle with its social
and economic repercussions.
Whybrow discussed the everyday frenzy
that American people go through. He be-
lieves that because technology is constantly
evolving and making tasks quicker to ac-
complish, we are left feeling that we need
to get more done.
"We have gotten on a treadmill but it is
difficult to get off. It was a situation that was
predictable, if wehad only understood what
was happening before," said Whybrow.
According to Whybrow, new technology
has also created less person-to-person con-
tact, and the need for production has over-
ridden the need for companionship.
Whybrow cited the work ofAdam Smith
from the 16th century, who he dubbed the
Patron Saint ofCapitalism. Smith said there
needed to be a balance between self-interest
and social sentiment.
"Self-love, a natural survival mechanism,
will be offset by social sentiment. We like
people to like us and when they don't, we
back off what we were doing," Whybrow
stated of the theory.
However, the balance of that scale is no
longer even and there is more self-interest
than social sentiment.
"Self interest is all we have time for. We
don'thave time to thinkabout our neighbor.
And there is no longer a reward for helping
out your neighbor," he stated.
Astudent in the audiencealso commented
on this theory, pointing out that the smoking
bans in public places and the GoodSamari-
tan laws had to be put into place as a result
of the lack ofsocial consciousness.
Another main point Whybrow made was
the comparison of the economic pattern of
the United States to the pattern of manic
depression. In manic depression there is a
period ofhappiness; that is the manic state.
Dr. Whybrow's solutions to
relieve "America Mania "
•Time: Its infinite; use it wisely.
•Technology: Let it work for you, not
vice-versa
•Know your appetite: Eat responsi-
bly; eat with company
•Exercise: Make time for it
But suddenly there is a drop in the emotions;
that is the depression state.
Whybrow pointed out that this was the
exact pattern of the economy of the United
States in the past decade. In the mid-1990s
the economy was up; the Internet and e-com-
merce were expanding at unheard ofrates.
People were buying more and more because
they thought that it equated to happiness.
"It is abig balancing act; wehave wonder-
ful stuff, but it is hard to keep it together,"
Whybrow commented on a cartoon of an
overweight person trying to balance an
SUV, computer, cell phone and various other
possessions.
It was during this "manic" time that there
were thousands ofdifferent options for one
product. But as Whybrowpointed out, most
of the choices are only available to affluent
people. It was this demographic that was
having the rise in depression and anxiety.
There are more cases ofdepression and anxi-
ety in people who make more than $ 150,000
a year than those who make less.
Ironically, in 2003, Americans spent $36
billion dollars on relaxation products.
"Soon Americans will be spending as
much on relaxation products as they do on
dog food," joked Whybrow.
Not only is the waistline of theAmerican
family growing but also the number of their
possessions. Whybrow brought up the sta-
tistics that in 2002 the average house was
2,300 square feet, while in the 1970sis was
around 1,500square feet. Themost popular
make of car now is the SUV even though
the average size of the family has decreased
twenty percent since the 19705.
"The family size has gone down but size
of possessions has risen," Whybrow said.
He continued to quote 19th and 20th cen-
tury economist Thorstein Veben who said,
"Money andmaterial possession are particu-
larly important in defining society."
Although people were continuing to pur-
chase, the "manic" state could not last for-
ever and eventually the economy dropped.
The once profitable Internet companies went
bankrupt and while 3 million jobs were lost
between 2001 and 2003.
People are putting more and more pur-
chases on credit, and this is especially seen
during the holidays. The counter effect is
seen 90 days later when bankruptcies peak.
Seventy percent ofpeople do not payoff their
credit card each month.
Whybrow ended his talk with a quickquiz
often questions to see ifaudience members
were part of American Mania. Questions
including things such as, "Do you eat while
working/studying?" "Do you shop recre-
ationally?" "Do you own a cell phone?" If
one answered "yes" to six or more of the
questions one was well on his or her way to
being a participant.
In the end, Whybrowoffered somesimple
advice.
"Rediscover your humor...revisit your
dreams because I am sure this isn't what you
wanted them to look like."
See FUNDAMENTALISM Page 7
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commit the greatest atrocities that taint those that practice
their faith with a less limitedperspective.
"Israel did not match up with my sense of Judaism,"
Murane commented on his first impressions of Israel.
Though those Jews living in Jerusalem, Murane notes,
are thought to be "the people who live out our religion cor-
rectly," the increasingly radicalized, Orthodox Jews that
have maintained control over the region have skewed this
meaning of faith. Many aspects of the religion have been
over-emphasized, while opposing passages are completely
ignored.
According to Murane, almost every Jewish Israeli notes
the passage in the Talmud "Ifa man shall come to kill you,
you must rise to strike him first."
This passage seemingly gives justification for the violent
seizures of land by the Orthodox Jews, but as Murane also
mentions, "these are more violent aspects that I don't believe
in at all." The matrix of control created by the Orthodox
Jews "violates so many laws of the Torah that I cannot
even count."
The abuse of power Murane witnessed only further il-
lustrates the issue that Murane raises: although these radi-
calized groups claim to represent his faith, their practices
are not only incompatible with his own vision of the Jew-
ish faith, but also with the faith that is outlined by Jewish
scripture.
This problem, however, is not limited to the Jewish faith.
Radical Christian groups and Muslim factions also perform
violent actions in order to preserve and protect a skewed
vision of proper religious practice.
Murane believes that with the prevalence of violentreli-
gious fundamentalism, and the wide-ranging repercussions
of its actions, people of faith need to figure out how to deal
with fundamentalists.
As Andrea Wong, residential minister and attendee of
Murane's talk, pointed out, "It's hard because ifyou strongly
believe something, that's admirable, but how do we separate
this from fundamentalism?"
As a conclusion, Murane continued to emphasize the
importance of the international community.
"I couldn't understand politics until I went to Israel . . .
[Israelis] were not raised with the importance of the civil
rights, as we are. You don't have human rights for Pales-
tinians. The peace movement is so small that those values
are not as important, or are being sacrificed for something
else."
Ashley Halseth, sophomore communications major,
thought Murane's Jewish background provided an intrigu-
ing view.
"It was interesting to hear a student's perspective on what
was going on because so often what is said in the United
States is not from all points of view," said Halseth. "I have
gone to other talks about this issue, and thought that [Mu-
rane] stepped back from the situation and didn't take a side,
and presented it as how it is [in Israel]."
After attending the presentation, Alyssa Stonex, sopho-
more political science major, reiterated this point.
"As a Jesuit University I think we have more ofa respon-
sibility to be educated on the matter. I think it's our duty to
be conscious, and I think that it's important to realize our
media is really biased concerning the conflict. And hope-
fully that awareness will help individuals who have peace
in their heart to do advocacy in the United States on behalf
of the conflict."
Security Reports
One great week of crime-lighting chaos!
1/5 Theft
At 5 p.m., staff reported a new laptop
computer had been stolen. The missing
laptop was stored amongst three other new
laptops, which are all accounted for. The
inventory was last checked eight weeks
ago. The Seattle Police Department was
contacted.
Computers are a big enough pain in and
ofthemselves to worry about them getting
themselves stolen.
1/6 Accident
At 10a.m., a staffmember reported from
her home that the previous day she exited
the Pigott building and slipped on the wet
pavement. The staff member chose not to
seek medical attention. The area of the
accident was inspected and photographed.
No on-going slip and fall hazards were
found.
What's Public Safety supposed to do?
Make it stop raining - in Seattle? Or
maybe justput little "Caution: wetpave-
ment" signs all over campus?
1/7 Trespass
At 11:30 p.m., a transient person who had
previously been given a
trespass warning about
using the showers was
spotted entering the
building. The transient
saw security officers
attempting to contact
him and took off. The
Seattle Police Depart-
ment was contacted.
Well, if SPD catches
him at least he mightget
a warm bed, somefood,
and even a shower.
1/8 Trespass
At 4:30 a.m. in Campi-
on, a female student re-
ported that an unknown
woman, who appeared
to be a student, entered
her unlocked room and
climbed into her bed.
The student told the intruder, who smelled
strongly of alcohol, to leave her room
and thenreported the incident to security.
Public Safety staff searched all the com-
mon areas and stairways, but the intruder
was not located. Housing and resident life
was notified.
Hey, I think I've seen her around. Some-
times she comes to myfloor and vomits in
the bathroom!
1/8 Theft
At 6 p.m. in the Connolly Center, a student
reported someone stole his clothes, wallet
and keys from his un-secured locker in the
men's room. Public Safety staff searched
the building areas to see if any of the be-
longings had been "ditched." None of the
missing items were located.
In this day and age, I 'd rather duct tape
my wallet to my side than leave it in an
un-secured locker.
1/9 Alcohol Violation
At 1 a.m. in Bellarmine, Public Safety
received a call for assistance from a
resident advisor who had become aware
ofalcohol in an underage person's room.
A Public Safety staff person responded
and assisted the R.A. in collecting four
wine and hard alcohol bottles from the
room.
"Ninety-nine bottles of beer in the room,
99 bottles ofbeer, take one down... "
1/9 Two Theft Attempts in a Row
"rom 2:40 p.m. to
3 p.m., Public
\ Safety staff
/ received two
theft attempt
reports. In both
incidents, in the Law
School and in Bellarm-
ine, the same suspect at-
tempted to take a student's
laptop computer when the
student was away. The
Seattle Police and Public
Safety staff made area
searches and did not spot
the suspect.
However, if he is ever
"spotted" again, stu-
dents, who can't even
feel safe in their own
residence halls, will beat
the suspect senseless.
1/9Alcohol Violation
At 6:45 p.m. in Campion, Public Safety
staffon patrol spotted a bottle ofwine in an
underage student's room. The floor R.A.
and Public Safety contacted the resident
and disposed of the alcohol.
Hasn't anyone ever heard of the culinary
arts? Wine is for cooking!
/ Bust out
/ your rain gear,
/ for your
/ protection! /
Author discusses latest
novel, dispels myths
about hate crimes
Katie Sauro
Guest Writer
For those who think that hate crimes are
uncommon in today's society, DavidNeiwert
has a surprising message.
Due in part to demographic shifts, hate
crimes in our country actually went up last
year, said Neiwert, a journalist and author,
who spoke to students Wednesday afternoon
as part of Seattle University's Diversity
Month.
When demographic shifts occur, which are
mostly due to economic reasons, "homog-
enous communities are suddenly faced with
diversity," he said. While some communities
are able to thrive on theirnewfound diversity,
others flounder.
In his latest book entitled "Death on the
Fourth of July," Neiwert describes one par-
ticular hate crime and its ensuing murder
trial. The book then explores the role that
law enforcement and the lack of a federal
law play in these kinds of bias-motivated
crimes.
On July 4, 2000, in Ocean Shores, Wash-
ington, three young Asian-American men
were inside a Texaco station, when they
were harassed by five or six young, drunken,
Caucasian men screaming racial epithets
and death threats through the window. Chris
Kinison, theringleader of the group, waved
a Confederate flag at them, tauntingly.
On the way out of the store, Minh Hong
stole a paring knife. He thought he could use
it to scare them off ifthey tried to harm him
or his friends.
The three men made it to their car safely
and were preparing to drive away when Ki-
nison blocked the exit. Hong's twin brother
got out of the car to reason with Kinison and
was assaulted. A melee ensued.
In the middle of it all were Hong and
Kinison. Hong reacted quickly and pulled
out his knife. He stabbedKinison 23 times
- including three times around the heart - in
a 45-second time span.
On that particular weekend, Kinison and
his friends had been "on a rampage to purify
their community," said Neiwert. They had
already threatened a Filipino family and a
black man.
According to Neiwert, all of this could
have been prevented.
The local law enforcement had responded
to each incident regarding the harassment of
minorities by Kinison's group. Each time
they reassured the victim they would look
into it, and it would be taken care of. But
instead, the local law enforcement looked the
other way, pretending the incidents weren't
hate crimes, just some local troublemakers.
According to Neiwert, the "boys will be
boys" attitude is common in small towns
where everyone knows everyone else, and
reputations are at stake.
Another problem with law enforcement is
that they tend to stick to the stereotype that
hate crimes are committedby skinheads and
white supremacy groups.
Only 7 percent to 8 percent ofhate crimes
are done by racist organizations, said Nei-
wert. The majority are committed by "ordi-
nary people," usually white males between
the ages of 16 and 20, who have little or no
criminal record.
Kinison did not belong to a racist orga-
nization.
Police didn't even realize the Hong case
was a hate crime until a week after the in-
cident, so it was too late to gather evidence
on Kinison's friends. As a result, they were
not charged.
Another largepart of the resurgence ofhate
crimes is the fact that there is no federal hate
crime law, said Neiwert. There havebeen at-
tempts in the past, but it has been shot down
every time. There are state laws, some more
effective than others, but Neiwert believes
a federal law would ensure that those who
commit hate crimes will be punished.
When Hong was put on trial for murder,
the all-white jury voted 11-to-1 to acquit
him. They agreed with the defense attorney's
argument that he was in a "flight or fight"
mindset and that he had good reason to fear
severe, imminentharm. His response to the
brutality was purely in self-defense.
In response to those that say Hong's re-
action was uncalled for, Neiwert believes,
"They don't know what the hell they're
talking about."
But there are those in the Ocean Shores
community who disagree with Neiwert.
During follow-up interviews, Neiwert
asked the Chamber of Commerce director
what she thought of the trial.
She told him that the three young men got
away with murder.
Copies of "Death on the Fourth of July
" are
available at the Seattle University bookstore.
(Continued from page 6)
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Alcopop drinks lure young adults
Molly Layman
Staff Writer
"Yum, this tastes just like candy." This phrase
is always welcome when discussing the consumption
of vegetables, but with the recent rise in popularity of
fruity, alcoholic malt beverages called "alcopops," this
phrase has taken on a whole new meaning.
Sweeter tasting alcoholic beverages are leading
to a rise in alcohol abuse.
"Probably because alcohol is hidden within
something, because there is another ingredient they
feel more comfortable," freshman Michelle Johnson
said of the drinks.
The so-called "alcopops" were first introduced on
the market in 1995. Australia was the first country to
have alcoholic lemonade, but the beverage's popularity
soon exploded across the globe and has expanded to
other fruity varieties.
One of the greatest concerns regarding such
beverages is a widespread misconception that alcopops
contain less alcohol than most beers—in fact, beer con-
tains less alcohol per serving.
People are not only consuming beverages that
strategically hide the taste of alcohol, but they are also
consuming higher amounts of alcohol.
The sweetness of alcopops has made the bever-
ages very popular among young adults. According to
a study done by Glasgow University, designer drinks'
popularity surges among youth between 13 and 16.
This increased consumption among young adults has
health officials concern.
The World Health Organization reported that 3.6
percent of 11 year olds admitted to drinking alcopops
regularly, and by age 15, the percentage jumped to
almost 15 percent.
"Guys don't drink it because
it's not as macho as chugging
down a beer."
Lauri Lee, freshman accounting major.
In Germany, a government report found that
every second alcopop sold was purchased by 14 to 19
year olds. This report reflected not only the increased
popularity among young people, but also the booming
sales that manufacturers have had.
According to a study cited by the National In-
stitute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, 40 percent
of individuals who began drinking before age 15 were
alcohol dependent at some point in their lives.
Of people who began drinking after the age of
20, only 10 percent became alcohol dependent.
This finding clearly highlights the risks faced by
young people, who are consuming greater quantities of
alcoholic beverages more often as a result of the fruity
malt beverages.
Though a much less threatening consequence,
according to a report cited by the BBC news, dentists
have found that the extremely high sugar content and
acidity of the beverages causes tooth decay, and thus
can cause significant damage to teeth over a short
period of time.
Although these designer drinks have increased
consumption among teenagers' in general, these drinks
have also lead to an increase of inhibitions by young
women.
According to the American Medical Association
(AMA), 31 percent of teenage girls said they had con-
sumed an alcopop in the previous six months, com-
pared with 19 percent of boys.
"Guys don't drink it because it's not as macho as
chugging down a beer," Lauri Lee, freshman account-
ing major, said.
The polls also revealed that half of the teen girls
had learned of the drinks through advertising, while
only 34 percent of women 21 and older had seen such
advertising. This figure suggests that companies are
specifically targeting younger females in order to act
as a gateway to harder drinks in the future.
The AMA also reported that "one in every six
teen girls reported being sexually active after drinking
in the previous six months" and one in four who have
tried alcopops admitted to driving after drinking, or
getting into a car with someone who had.
This risky behavior presents a wide range of
factors that can negatively affect health, or even cause
death.
Since women achieve higher concentrations of
alcohol in the blood and become more impaired after
drinking, the higher alcohol content in the alcopops is
a strong cause for concern.
According to a report cited by the National Insti-
tute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, there is a "sig-
nificant relationship between the amount of alcohol the
women reported drinking week and their experiences
of sexual victimization."
In a different study, it was found that female high
school students were more likely than their non-drink-
ing peers to be victims of dating violence.
Women are shown to be more susceptible to alco-
hol-induced liver disease over a shorter period of time
and after consuming less alcohol than males. Women
are also more likely to develop alcoholic hepatitis and
die from cirrhosis, while also increasing the risk for
breast cancer.
In an effort to combat this growing trend, govern-
ments in Europe have begun banning the beverages, or
in the case of Germany and France, have added a tax
to make the drinks more expensive, and therefore, less
appealing to young people.
After the tax was introduced in France in 1996,
there was a significant drop in sales, but it remains to
be seen whether this will be effective in Germany.
So far, the United States has found little in the
way of combating this trend, as manufacturers have
been shown to be in compliance with advertising laws.
As popularity continues to increase among
younger ages, however, more drastic measures may
have to be taken in order to preserve the health of the
younger generations that are often more susceptible to
advertising.
Photo by Joe Anchondo
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Alcopops and Feen
Girls: A fact sheet
The following are key findings oftwo polls con-
ductedby the American MedicalAssociation:
• Approximately one-third of teen girls report hav-
ing tried alcopops, and one out ofsix have done so in the
past six months.
• More teen girls have had alcopops in the past six
months than teen boys (31 percent versus 19 percent).
• Teen girls report drinking alcopops more than
other alcoholic drinks, whereas adult women age 21 or
olderrank it as their least-consumed alcoholic beverage.
• For teens who have had alcoholic drinks in the
past six months, girls drank more in all categories (beer,
wine, alcopops and hard-liquor drinks) than boys.
• Nearly one in six teen girls who have drunk alco-
pops in the past six months have been sexually active after
drinking.
• One out of four teen girls who have tried alco-
pops have driven after drinking or ridden in a car with a
driver who had been drinking.
• One out of five teen girls who have tried alcopops
have thrown up, or passed out, from drinking.
• Half (51 percent) of teen girls have seen alcopops
ads.
• Nearly half of all girls aged 16-18 report see-
ing alcopops ads on TV, compared to only 34 percent of
women 21 or older.
• Teen girls report seeing or hearing more alcopops
ads on TV, radio, billboards, the Internet and in magazines
more than women 21 or older
Source: American MedicalAssociation.
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Did you know that...?
Alcopops are also known as clear malts,
malternatives, RTDs (as in ready to drink) or FABs
(flavored alcoholic beverages).
They combine a sweet, fruity-flavor with the
kick ofmalt liquor.
A 12-ounce alcopop, a 12-ounce mug ofbeer,
a cocktail with 1.5 ounces of spirits and a 5-ounce
glass of wine contain the same amount of alcohol.
Source: Connecticut Clearinghouse,A Library
and Resource Center on Alcohol, Tobacco, Other
Drugs, Mental Health and Wellness.
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Corrections:
Last week's feature section ran
an article titled "Honoring the
Pillars of SU.'The article was
written byTrisha Leonard, our
Editor-in-Chief. The byline was
inadvertently left out.
International student enrollment declines nationwide
Megan Peter
Staff Writer
Seattle University prides itself on its
diversity. Students come from not only all
over the country, but also from all over the
world.
Over 50 countries are represented at
the university, but like other colleges, the
number of international students is drop-
ping.
While the national average of interna-
tional students has dropped approximately
2.4 percent from fall 2003 through fall
2004, the number is much greater at Seattle
University.
There has been an overall drop of
9 percent of international students on
campus; from 508 students in fall 2003 to
460 students in fall 2004. The decrease has
continued onto the current winter quarter
with the number ofinternational students
dropping to 449.
"We were surprised by this drop
because compared with similar universi-
ties in the area, it was a little larger," Faizi
Ghodsi director of the International Student
Center said.
"We still have, among the indepen-
dent schools in this area, the largest number
ofinternational students," he added.
Many factors are contributing to the
decrease of international students in univer-
sities across the country.
"One of the reasons mentioned for
the declining number of international stu-
dents in the United States is the visa policy.
Since the visa policy has become more
stringent, students are discouraged from
even applying because they think that even
ifthey get admitted they are going to be
denied a visa to come to the United States,"
Ghodsi explained.
The process to get a student visa used
to be simpler, but after the terrorist attacks
of September 11, everything became much
more rigid.
The General Accounting Office, the
investigation branch of Congress found
that students wanting to study in the United
States had to wait an average of 67 days
for a visa. There were some cases where
students had to wait a year.
The waiting period for a visa is so
long because the FBI, the State Department
and the Department ofHomeland Secu-
rity are all part of the process ofrunning
background checks on visa candidates. In
addition, all three agencies do not share
same databases.
"Everyone has to be willing to put
up with more delays and bureaucracy in
the post-Sept. 11 world," stated Sherwood
Boehlert, the chairman of the House Com-
mittee on Science in a speech on Feb. 25,
2004.
"But we still have an obligation to
ensure that we are not needlessly alienating
scholars from around the world who could
help this nation, and that we are not un-
necessarily hamstringing or burdening our
universities and research centers," Boehlert
continued.
"Open Doors 2004," a report by the
Institute of International Education (HE),
found that there was an overall drop of 5
percent from the top 5 sending countries
(China -20 percent, India -9 percent, Japan
-14 percent, Korea -1 percent and Canada
-3 percent).
According to researchers, the drop
ofChinese students can partially be ex-
plained by the increasing development of
higher education institutions in China. It
has become more convenient and a fiscal
possibility for Chinese students to stay in
"We were surprised by this drop because com-
pared with similar universities in the area, it was a
little larger."
Faizi Ghodsi, director of the International Student Center
their own country rather than to go through
the process of applying for college in the
United States.
Another factor explaining the de-
clining number of international students
regards other countries that are targeting
them more heavily.
Countries like Canada, Britain and
Australia are showing an increase in their
number of international students. Research-
ers say that a lot of the students who find it
more difficult to come to America are then
attracted to the marketing effort of these
countries.
For college institutions, international
students provide a different outlook on the
world.
"International students in U.S.
classrooms widen the perspectives of their
U.S. classmates, contribute to vital research
activities, strengthen the local economies in
which they live, and build lasting ties be-
tween their home countries and the United
States," Allan Goodman CEO of HE said.
They also represent a large part of
the United States' economy. International
students bring in approximately 12 billon
dollars in terms oftuition, living and all
other school related costs.
It is also important to note that 75
percent of all international students' funds
come from out of the country, either by
family and/or other personal funds.
But while there has been an overall
decrease across the nation, there are some
exceptions. University of Southern Califor-
nia is the number one host of international
students for the third year in a row. The
university has reported a 6 percent increase
from the previous year. Columbia Universi-
ty also experienced an increase of 4 percent
in its international student enrollment.
While the universities do not have
much say in how the federal government
chooses to run its visa process, there are
other methods the schools can utilize to
boost international student enrollment.
One of these methods is recruiting.
"I have voiced my concerns that
the university needs to start developing a
comprehensive plan for recruitment and
retention of international students. In this
environment, it is vital that we have a
multi-faceted program," Ghodsi said.
"We have to have a recruitment plan;
we have to look at what would be some
incentives for international students to want
to come here instead of other places. We
might also want to look at financial aid for
international students since we as yet do
not offer any," Ghodsi added.
To blog or not to blog, that is the question
Lauren Padgett
Staff Writer
Throughout the media world, blogs or Web journals
are the latest trend. Bloggers, or opinion-based journalists,
are discussing a wide range of topics from what Britney
Spears is wearing to the recent presidential election.
On ratemyprofessor.com, a popular Web blog, stu-
dents are able to select their school and read commentaries
about their teachers. On a scale of 0 to 5, professors are
rated on their easiness, helpfulness, clarity and yes, hot-
ness.
Anyone can contribute a commentary on this web-
site. The comments students leave are often helpful during
registration, because it helps the student decide whether
they would be compatible with a certain professor or not.
For many, the experience is a lot like talking to a
friend, who took a class with that same professor.
Commenting on a teacher, one SU student wrote on
the website that "He made me more interested in philoso-
phy and always stresses to come in during his office hours
for help or just to chat. He also has good lectures."
Another studentrated her professor by saying, "Hon-
estly I see more talent in a blind hamster. She's nice and
understanding but inept; no talent."
Freshman business major Lauren Ambrose says that
the website helped her a lot, especially during registration.
"You can get a student's point of view instead of
just the professor's. When you don't know a lot about a
professor or know anyone who has taken their classes, it is
helpful to see what others post about them," Ambrose said.
But, do professors check their own status on blogs
such as ratemyprofessor.com? Criminal justice Professor
Edward Reed says he is not concern with ratings.
"Students talk about their professors informally
anyways. If they did it online, it wouldn't bother me. We
live in a technological society, so it doesn't surprise me.
Different students want different things from theirprofes-
sors," Reed said.
Tens of thousands of bloggers post their views on
a daily basis, but the issue ofcredibility arises. The most
influential bloggers are journalists who stay updated on
current events and often are the first ones to break a story
on their site.
Instead of turning to CNN for news briefs, more
and more technology-savvy people are turning on their
computers.
Five prominent political blogs are viewed by half
a million people each day. Over 10 million exist on the
Web. Even major media companies provide links on their
websites to other online journals.
Online reporting is starting to greatly influence the
world of journalism. Some believe it taints the ideal of
what journalism shouldbe, whileothers believe it provides
an alternative to mainstream media.
Underground bloggers make connections and dig up
stories that otherwise may have been left on the editing
floor atABC. Through sources and leaks, bloggers often
report on news long before the established press picks up
on the story.
Bloggers believe they are giving the general public
the news they want to hear, although sometimes the news
is skewed.
At the 2004 Online News Association conference,
University ofFlorida journalism Professor Mindy McAd-
ams noted that "our credibility is suffering with so many
people rushing to publish things without checking them
out... it doesn't give people who call themselves journalists
an excuse to not check out the information."
During the presidential election, CBS newscaster
Dan Rather pushed to air a documentary defiling President
Bush's military record. The "60 Minutes II" feature, which
aired on Sept. 8, cast doubt upon Bush's service in the
Texas National Guard through documentsand memos.
Bloggers swarmed CBS claiming the documents had
been forged and critics pushed for evidence of legitimacy.
Eventually, Rather made an on-air apology for broadcast-
ing false information when he knew there was no way to
prove that the documents were real.
He is now resigning from CBS. Many say the blog-
gers were the ones who pushed CBS to admit the wrongdo-
ing.
One doesnot need to be a professional journalist
to maintain a blog. Many students use Xanga, an e-jour-
nal to post their thoughts and feelings. Many universities
are now connected to "The Facebook," which is a profile
exclusively for colleges that links students to their friends
nationwide. Seattle University has recently joined the
online community.
Jessica Barr, a freshman business major at the Uni-
versity ofWashington is an avid fan of"The Facebook."
"I love it, it keeps me in contact with my friends
from high school who went out of state, and I have even
met other college kids who are in places like New York. I
would recommend having "Facebook," but I warn you its
addicting," Barr said.
While blogs are popular and an easy source of
information, it is always a good idea to check out their
credibility.
With college profiles, news commentaries and other
various subjects, blogs have seeped into our culture as a
result of the technology we have embraced.
When typing "blog" on a search engine, the results
show approximately 37,300,000 hits. Happy hunting!
Photo by Kyle Smith
Freshman computer science major, John
Cline, uses his computer to scan a blog.
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Women's basketball beats
W. Oregon and Humboldt
Men upset
Humboldt State on
the road
J. Jacob Edel
Sports Editor
The women's basketball team
lifted itself into fifth place this
week with two big home victories,
while the men snapped Humboldt
State's home winning streak at 24
games.
The women's coaches returned
a few players to the starting line-
up from the injured list to support
the Redhawks for their first two
conference wins.
Senior guard Kristen Connolly
scored 16points on 6-for-9 shoot-
Upcoming Home Games
Men's Basketball
Sat. Jan. 22 vs. NW Nazarene
Thurs. Jan. 27 vs. CWU
ing against Humboldt State and
13points against Western Oregon.
Along with Connolly, seniors
Jenny Iverson and Thersia Busch
have set the Redhawks up for a
compelling conference match up
Thursday, Jan. 20 against Saint
"We prepared the team with a
game plan, and they executed ex-
actly what we asked of them," the
women's head coach Dan Kriley
said of the victory over Western Oregon.
"The defense came along way due to the
healthof the team," he added.
The Redhawks' defense held Western
Oregon's Shannon Talbott, who entered the
game averaging 15.1 points per game, to just
six. The defense also had 12 steals and forced
19 turnovers from the Wolves.
The Redhawks repeated theirperformance
two nights later in their win over the Hum-
boldt State Lumberjacks.
"Again, defensively they contained, and
the offense executed," Kriley said.
"The seniors are really stepping up and
making the plays. Connolly, Iverson and
Busch all had good nights."
Iverson led the defense with three steals
while the team held theLumberjacks' shoot-
ing to 44 percent from
the field.
Meanwhile the men's
offense exploded in their
road win against the
Lumberjacks outscoring
them 60 to 49 in the first
half and finishing the
game at 119-103.
Junior guard Sean Na-
manny left the court with
a team-high 37 points.
He had nine field goals,
shooting 6-for-9 beyond
the arc. The other junior
guard, Bernard Seals,
complemented Namanny
with his own 28 points,
including 7 three-point-
ers.
Despite ending their
own four-game loosing
skid, the men's basket-
ball team is still three
games under .500. They
can put themselves in a
good standing, however,
by winning the next three
home games against
Northwest Nazarene,
Central Washington and
Saint Martin's. Those
games will be held at the
Connolly Center.Photo by William Hurd
The Seattle University bench watches the final seconds of the
game against Western Oregon. The bench scored 18 points on
8-for-16 shooting and passed for five assists.
Photo by William Hurd
Freshman forward Laina Sobczak fights for position in
the paint against Humboldt State. Sobczak scored 12
points in the 71-62 win.
Men's Notes
• The 119-103 win over Humboldt State marked the 82nd time Seattle has
hit triple-digits.
• Seattle is 56-25 all-time in the game after scoring 100points, including
massive wins over USC and Oregon.
•In 1988-89, Seattle defeated Northwest College 122-51.The 119 against
Humboldt was second most in school history.
• The school record for most 100-point games in a season is nine, 1971-
72.
Women's notes
• Seattle's Jenny Iverson ranks eighth in the nation in free-throw shooting
at 89.8 percent (44-of-49)
• Kristen Connolly is currently in the top 20 statistically in four categories
in the GNAC. She ranks No. six in the three-point percentage at 40.5
percent, No. 11 in three-pointers made with 17,No. 13 in blocks at 0.67 per
game and No. 16 in scoring at 11.9 ppg.
• Jackie Thomas is leading the GNAC with 2.42 steals per game, while
Ashley Payne is seventh in three-pointers made (25) and No. 12 in 3-point
percentage (34.2).
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Men's Standings W-L Pet GB W-L Pet L-10
Alaska Fairbanks 5-1 1.000 - 10-3 .769 8-2
Seattle Pacific 4-1 .800 .5 12-3 .800 9-1
Western Washington 3-2 .600 1.5 11-3 .786 7-3
Humboldt State 3-2 .600 1.5 11-3 .786 8-2
Western Oregon 3-2 .600 1.5 9-5 .643 7-3
CentralWashington 3-2 .600 1.5 7-7 .500 6-4
Saint Martin's 2-3 .400 2.5 5-9 .357 3-7
Alaska Anchorage 2-4 .333 3 8-7 .533 6-4
Northwest Nazarene 1-5 .167 4 7-8 .467 5-5
Seattle 1-5 .167 4 6-9 .400 3-7
Men's Individual Leaders
Scoring cl G FG 3FG ft Pts Avg/G
Den Boer. Lance-CWU So 5 40 18 28 136 25 2
Oleson. Bead - UAF Sγ 6 50 18 32 150 25.0
Nunogawa, Niko - SMC Jr 4 37 2 14 90 22.5
Seals, Bernard - SV Jr 6 44 22 12 122 20.3
Hicks, Robert - CWU Jγ 5 35 6 24 100 20.0
Rebounding ci g off def tot Avg/G
Boasl. Kyle • CWU Sγ 5 19 42 61 12 2
Johnson. Kevin • HSU So 5 20 34 54 10.8
Olivers. Jason ■ SPU Jγ 5 10 36 46 9.2
MacMullcn.Tyler - WWU Jr 5 19 26 45 9.0
McDanitl.Jeff-SU Jr 6 21 32 53 8.8
Assists cl G Assists Av b'g
Webb, Ryan-SV So 6 33 5.5
Jackson, Kyle ■ WWU Jr 5 27 5 4
Binelli. Tony - SPU Jr 5 27 5.4
Ward. Jcrcniiah - HSU So 5 24 4.8
Gray.Jabbar Sγ 4 19 4.75
GNAC I CONFERENCE | OVERALL
Women's Standings W-L Pet GB W-L Pet L-10
Seattle Pacific 6-0 1.000 - 14-1 .933 10-0
Western Washington 5-0 1.000 .5 13-1 .929 10-0
Saint Martin's 4-1 .800 1.5 10-3 .769 7-3
Central Washington 4-2 .667 2 10-4 .714 6-4
Seattle 2-3 .400 3.5 7-7 .500 5-5
Alaska Fairbanks 2-3 .400 3.5 6-8 .429 3-7
Alaska Anchorage 1-4 .200 4.5 6-8 .429- 5-5
Northwest Nazarene 1-4 .200 4.5 5-9 .357 2-8
Western Oregon 1-5 .167 5 4-9 .308 2-8
Humboldt 1-5 .167 5 4-11 .267 2-8
Women's IndividualLeaders
Scoring cl G FG 3FG FT Pts Avs/o
Burgess. Cody - UAF Sγ 5 42 1 44 129 25.8
Laylon. Boh - SMC Sγ 5 32 19 13 96 19.2
Kanikova. Martina - SMC Sγ 5 34 3 16 87 17.4
Lynch. Nicole - HSU Jr 6 43 0 16 102 17.0
Wright. Laura - CWU So 6 32 0 27 91 15.2
10.Sobczak,Laina-SV Fr 4 19 0 12 50 12.5
Rebounding ci g off def tot Avg/G
Smith. Carli - SPU Jr 6 28 39 67 11.2
Burgess. Cody - UAF Sγ 5 13 32 45 9.0
Pridgen. Danielle - NNU So 5 15 29 44 8.8
Washington, Jenna - HSU Jr 6 6 46 52 8.7
Kanikova. Martina Sγ 5 16 24 40 8.0
12.Sobezak,Laina-SU Fr 4 12 16 28 7.0
Assists G Assists Avg/G
Laske, Michelle • WOU Jr 6 30 5 00
Taylor, Amy - SPU Jr 6 28 4.67
Layton, Beth - SMC Jr 5 23 4 60
McCoy, Denisha - HSU Sγ 6 27 4.50
Hartman, Valerie - UAF Jr 5 21 4.2
19. Thomas, Jackie-SU Fr 5 10 2.0
Faces of the indoor track team
Kristie Rice
Sophomore, Pre-Major
Years on team: 2
• Last year's highlight event: 3,000-meter steeple-
chase.
• Watch for her to compete in both the 3,000-meter
and 5,000-meter events this season.
• "I'm hoping for no more injuries for myself and
the team."
• "I like the team dynamics, practicing with one
another and cheering for one another. I like the social
aspect and running is fun."
Nick Dols
Sophomore, Marketing major
Years on team: 1
• Best Events: 800-meter: 1:54
1500-meter: 4:01
• Watch for him this season as he works to improve
his personal records in both the 800 and 1500-meter.
• "I want to qualify for Nationals, do well at the
conference meet, and improve overall as a team."
• "I tell people it's like an addicting pain and you
have to be a little messed up in the head, but [running]
is so satisfying."
Lucas Franco
Freshman, Political Science major
Years on team: 1
• Achieved a personal best on January 16at the
University of Washington Open in the 3,000-meter
with a time of9:28.
• "I want to set a new personal record each time I
race and get to the GNAC Indoor Championships and
have an awesome race."
• "I run to test my limits, to see how hard I can push
myselfand how fast I can be."
Ashley Burns, captain
Junior, Marketing major with a Japaneseminor
Years on team: 2
• Best event: 60-meter hurdles: 9.7
• Watch for her to compete in the long jump this sea-
son as she adds the event to her competitive line-up.
• "I want to drop at least a second off hurdles, work
on my form and stay away from injuries. I would like
the team to become more recognized on campus and
for everyone to feel successful."
• "It's so much fun and definitely a challenge com-
pared to other events. It takes a lot of mental prep."
Faruk Punjani, captain
Senior, Accounting and E-Commerce Information
Systems
Years on team: 3
• Best Events: 200-meter: 22.7
400-meter: 51.5
• "I want to help set the tone for the new kids and
show that we can come out and run hard week in and
week out and improve our times."
• "I'm a very competitive person and it keeps my
mind off of school. Oh, and we look so good in tight
spandex!"
Nathan Heitzinger
Sophomore, Mechanical Engineering major
Years on team: 1
• Best event: 3,000-meter: 9:10
• Watch him continue to run distance events as his
focus includes the 5,000-meter and 10,000-meter this
season.
• "1 would like to see the team win conference."
• "It's hard to say why I run. Daily training runs
are stress relieving and you feel good when you set
a personal record, otherwise, I've always felt I was
fairly good at running."
Ben Artaiz
Freshman, Marketing major
Years on team: 1
• Best Event: 1,500-meter: 4:14
• Watch him compete in the 800-meter, 1,500-meter,
and relay events this season.
• "First and foremost I want to stay healthy."
• "Everyone always says running is not a sportbut
it's actually one of the purest sports.You just run from
point A to point B and whoever gets there first wins."
Emily Ferguson, captain
Senior, Liberal Studies and Psychology major
Years on team: 3
• Best Indoor Event: 800-meter: 2:27
• Watch for her to run the 1,500-meterand the
3,000-meter this season.
• "I would like to get a personal record in any event"
and see the team "get in the top three in conference."
• "1 love to run outdoors and the whole team aspect
of the sport."
SU athletics not ready for change to Division I
Lindsay Dittmer
Guest Writer
- sports commentary
To anyone who is entertaining the idea of
upgrading SU athletics to Division I:
I have a word of caution: we are not ready,
nor are we going to be in the near future.
"We are not even a premier Division
II program yet," Wendy Guthrie, Seattle
University's first-year athletic director, as-
serted.
Concerningrecruits and competing for in-
coming freshmen, AssistantAthletic Director
Don Ross said, "We are Seattle University-
that is a selling point."
Which is absolutely true, we do very well
with what we have.
We have a great Division II (DII) program
- why else would high school students with
the opportunity to get a scholarship from the
University ofWashington, for example, come
to a school where they have to pay for their
own equipment?
But wait, paying for equipment is minor
considering the vast deficiencies of SU fa-
cilities. At least half of the equipment in our
weight room is older than the students who
use it. Plus it is the only weight room on
campus; meaning athletes, students, faculty
and Connolly members have to squeeze into
the facility just to get a workout.
And Connolly isn't the only problem. We
have one soccer field for two teams that need
it to practice and play on. It is a disappoint-
ment that teams have to share a field and co-
ordinate practice times at the college level.
As a junior transferring from a Division I
university, it took me a while to get used to
SU. Many things were new to me but I wel-
comed the majority of the changes.
At George Mason, I shared classes with
200 other students. The school barred me
from having a job during soccer season and
did not allow me to play two sports. My
teammates and Iwere underconstant pressure
from ourcoach to perform since he was under
constant pressure to win. Soccer was my life
and everything else came second.
This situation is common at Division I (DI)
schools. As Guthrie described it, "DI is a phi-
losophy." And this philosophy is not exactly
harmonious with the Jesuit mission.
There is a specific mindset that comes
along with being Division I. It brings a differ-
ent focus to a universitywhen funding comes
from outside sources. Right now funding for
SU athletics comes primarily from our tuition
dollars. We do get money from donors, but
not as much as we could. Most DI schools
hire a marketing specialist to solely recruit
donations.
Donations are a necessity for DI schools.
Money means everything in college athletics.
Especially since a coach's major marketing
tool is scholarship money. The more money
he offers the more pull he has to attract top
athletes.
SU is nowhere near the level of Division
I schools in competing for recruits with
scholarships, but Guthrie said an advantage
of being DII is that we "can be successful
with less."
Scholarship dollars are not the only thing
we have less of, however. Our athletic depart-
ment staff is a fraction of the size of bigger
schools. The department, which does not
include the coaches, at SU is four people.
This number pales in comparison to DI
schools, where a department staff is more in
the neighborhood of 20-30 people.
Furthermore, DI schools employ two or
three paid assistant coaches, in addition to
the head coach, for each sport.
Kevin Eubanks, the new sports information
director, works a job other schools staffthree
or four people to do.
Altogether, these minor differences are
very insignificant in comparison to the reality
ofa transition. Simply put, the money is not
available. DII schools considering a transition
work fundraisers for years before actually
going ahead with it.
Therefore, we will not be ready for DI
anytime soon on account of these reasons.
We do have a great program, however. We
don't need the cash flow other schools do to
be successful, although SU works hard to
get it. We produce national champions and
Ail-Americans in spite of our financial and
material shortcomings.
Guthrieplans to "set our sights high," and
continue "exploring our options," to truly
become a DII powerhouse. We are ready for
that; the question now is; will everyone be
ready for us?
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The Shore:
dry and
un-original
Trisha Leonard
pditor-In- Chief
The Shore, a new rock band, prides
themselves on being original, but may
prove to be less-than-appealing to the
average listener.
The band itself is a quartet of four guys,
led by guitarist Ben Ashley. The rest of
the band switches around for nearly, every
song, so it's hard to say who is supposed to
be one of the main three on the cover.
Their new self-titled debut album is not
nearly as exciting-sounding as its colorful
cover may trick you into believing.
When I first started listening to the album
it seemed like some sort of psychedelic,
depressed, coffee-house type music that
could give the listener a nostalgic feeling.
However, it tries to keep you there, and if
you're not up fora walk in surreality, you'll
probably lose interest quickly.
If I tried to pinpoint a place you might
hear these songs, the only place they would
fit would be at the end of one of the WB
teen drama shows.
The Shore is just a notch above your
average garage band. The band's overall
sound reminded me of a combination
between U2 and The Wallflowers, both
of which I love—but this band couldn't
seem to make it work. It is most com-
parable to Coldplay's sound, except that
only Coldplay can pull that sound off so
it sounds good.
The only song on the album that wasn't
painful to listen to was the seventh song
on the album, "It Ain't Right." This song
was their attempt at rockin' out, and they
didn't do too bad.
But it was a huge disappointment when
the next song came out and tried to shift the
mood back to being mellow again.
As for the lyrics—they were incredibly
repetitive. Lyrics do matter, and in this case
they matter enough to make you want to
fast-forward to the next songbefore the one
you're listening to is halfway over.
The biggest problem with this band is
that they don't seem to know what they're
about.Like in many debut albums, theband
is still experimenting with its own sound,
and this album makes that evident.
Nothing about this band jumped out at
me. Perhaps by their second album, ifthey
make it that far, they'll decide what sets
them apart from the rest. I'd wait until that
happens to check them out.
The Shore will be playing at the Show-
box with the Psychadelic Furs tomorrow,
but ifyou don't have tickets for this show
you can catch them on Feb. 7 at the Croco-
dile Cafe with the Zutons.
Movies: to view or just plan to (not)?
Molly Layman
Staff Writer
What is the essence ofcinema? What is that
seductive force that so thoroughly engages
the senses that people are willing to spend
two and a halfhours watching someone else's
ideas? Who would or wouldn't do such a
thing? How is watching a dancing banana
slug party to a soundtrack of stringed instru-
ments seem like celluloidbliss to one, while
this scenario sounds supremely unappealing
to another potential viewer? Is it an existential
conundrum? More importantly, however, is
how I came across such valuableknowledge.
Does my genius know any bounds?
First, this important banana slug info fact
was derived from the film "Dancing with the
Earth." It's an extremely obscure Australian
children's film. I own it, and plan to watch
it someday.
/ grew up by North Bend,
therefore I'm a subject of
a David Lynch film. Yes,
I'm that mysterious and
amazing.
Yes, I plan to watch it soon. It is another
film on the list of films that I will someday
watch. It may seem odd that I have not yet
seen it, but do not judge: the movies I plan
to see are far superior to any movies that you
have seen. Just try to test me. Have you heard
of this obscure, limitedrelease film imported
from Japan once in 1967? Probably not, I
don't even need to mention the name, but I
have and I plan to watch it—someday. Did
you know thatFrance made many films that
are now cornerstones in American cinema?
Not only do I know this and plan to see these
movies, I evenknow what those words mean.
Think you can impress me by saying you
saw "MulhollandDrive?" Well, I plan to see
"Eraserhead." It's such a weird movie, and
I know about it, and I'm going to watch it.
In addition to this, I grew up by North Bend,
therefore I'm a subject ofa DavidLynch film.
Yes, I'm that mysterious and amazing.
Frequently I'm harassed by individuals
that go to see movies, who often remark that
they are "doing what they said they were go-
ing to do" or "achieving smaller goals that
theyhave set for themselves" or "that in only
planning to see movies, I'm not achieving
my goals." Snide comments such as these
are preposterous and, clearly, reflective of a
jealous disposition. To this I say, my goal is to
plan and to plan is my goal—it is something
I successfully achieve everyday. Justbecause
you went to see the latest inspirational sports
movie because you didn't know about an old
Russian film banned during the Soviet era
that I'm planning to watch, doesn't mean you
have to take this bitterness out on me. I know
the secrets about film watching and, clearly,
this is threatening.
With films, actually seeing the film is
not as important as being able to talk about
it. Knowing the actors, the directors, the
soundtrack, the director's other films, and
films that have influenced it, is far more
important in social settings than seeing the
film. I can talk for hours about movies that
I haven't seen and that's what is important.
How interesting is it for me that you have
seen a movie? Not at all—it's like telling
me about the dream you had last night. I
don't care, it's something inside your head,
therefore, it has no relevance to me. That be-
ing said, seeing movies and talking about the
Knowing the actors, the di-
rectors, the soundtrack, the
director s otherfilms, and
films that have influenced
it, isfar more important in
social settings than seeing
the film.
movies you've seen is an obvious social faux
pas. Sure, actually seeing the film allows you
to talk about the sound editing and cinema-
tography, but does anyone ever recognize the
names of these nominees at the Oscars? No,
and clearly there is a reason for this. Figure it
out. No one likes the person who's viewed the
film; the "I've already seen it," guy is always
the boil on any social gathering. The fun is
consistentlyruined when someone points out
that it's a sacrifice. Therefore, in not seeing
movies, I am a limitless source ofpleasurable,
social activities—this is why I am always the
most important person at a party.
Don't, however, practice this wisdom that
I have so generously expounded—my vast
banks ofknowledge are not intimidating if
they're not unique. Rather, justremember that
Iwill always plan to see farmore exceptional
films than you will ever see because I am the
epitome of genius.
Student artist Suzannah Rogan
Greg Boudreau
Cover Editor
What kind ofart do you do?
I do art for the soul (ha ha ha). No, re-
ally, I am a theatre artist. I would like to
consider myself a director. The only way
people take you seriously as a director is
ifyou just give yourself the title, so that is
what I have done.
I'm still in the process ofreally figuring
out exactly what I want to do, but theatre
is so multi-faceted that you can spend time
discovering what it is that gets you going.
It is quite nice that way. I know what I
want to do — theatre. Within that there is a
broad scope of things left to discover.
What (who) have you been inspired by?
First and foremost I am inspired by
playwrights, directors and other theatre art-
ists that make me really think in a different
way. Through my years of study here I
have found that the things I am most drawn
in and intrigued by are the things I would
have never guessed would have been.
A couple ofpeople: Eve Ensler because
she has started this wonderfulmovement
that I am now a part of. She writes femi-
nist theatre which is something else I am
very interested in as well.
TonyKushner, and yes I know every-
one from my theatre history and literature
class would completely make fun of me.
His writing is beautiful, his themes are
amazing and relevant, he is an amazing
person. I saw him speak last year and it
was inspirational. He also holds a special
place because the first show I directed at
school (by show I mean couple of scenes)
was Angels in America.
Basically, I like to see and read as much as
I can so I have many things to draw from.
What would you like to contribute to the
field?
My art...?.... God, this is a tough ques-
tion. Ultimately, I'd like to create a theatre
that deals with plays involving social
justice themes or political themes. I want
to create theatre that makes people think
and then do something about what they're
thinking. Very idealistic, I know, but I'd
like to believe that I can make someone
think.
Greatestproblem that you face?
Right now, making my thoughts heard. I'm
definitely getting over this, but it has taken
time for me to find the confidence I need to
suggest something, and stand behind what I
think is a good idea.
Also, I have trouble letting go of the
intellectualnature of things at times and
justhaving fun in my work. I need to get
my head out of the text at times and just
run with the idea. Other than that, every-
one I know is incredibly supportive of the
path I've chosen, even though I'm going to
spend most ofmy life very poor...unless I
marry rich.
What are you currently working on?
I am directing The Vagina Monologues
here on campus for the second year. I am
also beginning to look into theatre intern-
ships for next year. Finally, the thing I am
working on that is my baby right now is a
proposal for a theatre in NYC.
I have been in talks with the theatre to
head the start of a national college cam-
paign (similar to VDAY) ofa play called
"Guantanamo: Honor Bound to Defend
Freedom." It is this amazing piece of the-
atre that is basically theatrical recitations of
letters from prisoners at Guantanamo. We
are trying to start in Washington D.C. and
then spread across the country.
I just hope all of it works out because I
would love to be able to have a part in this.
Hopefully, the shows will also raise money
and spread more awareness about what is
really happening.
Photo by Greg Boudreau
Senior Drama Major Suzannah
Rogan is an accomplished
student director whose credits
include last year's production
of the Vagina Monologues at
SU.
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• Have a cute dorm room?
9 Let us know!
• The Spectator wants to
• feature creative on-cam-
• pus interior decorating in
an upcoming issue,
email shkurkin@seattleu.
•
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In Good Company a positive and
welcome respite from rainy days
Megan Peter
Staff Writer
In GoodCompany is a fantastic movie that
is true to life with a fantastic cast and dialogue
that leaves you with a feeling ofsatisfaction
in the end.
The movie is about Dan Foreman (Dennis
Quaid), a man who has two daughters, Alex
(Scarlett Johansson), a college student, and
Alicia who is smack in the middle ofpuberty.
In addition there is a third child, who is a
surprise to both Foreman and his wife Ann
(Marg Helgnberger).
At the same time that Foreman finds out
about his third child and Alex's acceptance
as a transfer to New York University (a
huge expense for the family), the publishing
company he works for gets bought out by
Globecom.
Enter Carter Duryea (Topher Grace), a
young, up and coming employee of Globe-
com, who is only concerned with the busi-
ness, is impersonal. As a result ofhis success
Duryea is in a job that he
is notpassionate about
and is more concerned
about the money and the
position rather than who
he is actually selling to.
withugelling cell phones, he isbrought into the
head of advertisement for magazine Sports
America, other-wise known as Foreman's
current job.
Duryea is also having trouble at home
when his wife, briefly played by SelmaBlair,
leaves after only seven months ofmarriage,
because they wanted different things in their
life.
It is at that moment where the lives Fore-
man and Duryea come together, and the real
problems begin. Alex and Duryea begin to
date, but it is kept a secret from her family,
which only leads to problems. There is also
the constant tension stemming from the fact
that Foreman knows that he could be fired at
any moment.
While the plot seems simple it is the un-
derlying theme that adds complexity to the
movie. There is the idea of doing what you
are passionate about and standing up for that
passion, even in the face of criticism. Alex
wants to be a creative writer at NYU, but it
is not practical. Foreman is constantly being
pushed around by the new company and un-
der a lot of stress but not saying much about
it. Duryea is in a job that he is not passion-
ate about and is more concerned about the
money and the position rather than who he
is actually selling to.
The dialogue in the movie is fantastic
because it is real. There are a number of
humorous lines, but not so many that it seems
unrealistic. Duryea is often found saying
"tasty" when things are going his way. There
are also the constant digs at Duryea's caf-
feine addiction which at one point Foreman
asks Duryea, "Did you switch from mochas
to crack?" after Duryea is acting especially
nervous. It is the little sayings like that which
make it easy to relate to the movie and feel
like you could meet anyone of these charac-
ters on the street.
The camera work in the movie is good,
however there were too many close up's of
the characters faces during intense scenes.
You find yourself a bit uncomfortable see-
There are also the con-
stant digs at Duryea s
caffeine addiction which
at one point Foreman asks
Duryea, "Did you switch
from mochas to crack? "
after Duryea is acting
especially nervous.
ing an extremely up close shot of Dennis
Quaid's face.
The music heard during the movie is
fantastic, especially for Seattleites because
it features the bands, The Shins and Iron &
Wine. While only Iron & Wine make it onto
the actual soundtrack, he use of The Shins
in the movie was exciting. There is also an
endearing scene betweenAlex and Duryea in
whichDamien Rice's "Cannonball" is heard
in the background.
However, one annoying aspect was the
obvious product placement that was seen in
the movie, especially with the Porsche that
Duryea purchases and subsequently crashes
in a matter of minutes. There seemed to be
unnecessary concentrationon the logo, which
soon became pretentious.
While Johansson's character's low self-
esteem about her looks is hard to believe
coming from someone who is constantly
being described as beautiful in real life, In
GoodCompany is a good movie to start this
year with and brings a bit of happiness and
light to this often-dreary winter season.
Poster courtesy of Universal Studios
Soundtrack tomy life
Kyle Smith
Staff Writer
It seems that there is a
soundtrack for everything now-
adays, movies, televisionseries
and sadly some video games.
Why then shouldn'tpeople have
soundtracks to their own lives?
This compelled us to ask Seattle
University student Rachel Kal-
lander to design their very own
soundtracks and this is what she
came up with: ■
Rachel Kallander,
freshman, Business
1) Treasure - The Mi
cah Tawlks Band
2) Rain On Me -So
cial Burn
3) Storm - Lifehouse
4) Living in Your Let
ters- Dashboard
Confessional
5) Acoustic #3 - Goo
Goo Dolls
6) Colorblind - Counting
Crows
7) Lunacy Fringe - The Used
8) On My Own - The Used
9) I'm a Fake - The Used
10) Lipstick Tourniquets -
Vendetta Red
11) The Quiet Things That No
One Ever Knows - Brand
New
12) The Other Side - Smile Empty
Soul
13) I Want My Life - Smile Empty
Soul
14) The Young Crazed Peeling -
The Distillers
15) Konstantine - Something
Corporate
16) This Side of Brightness-
Thursday
17) IfI Told You This Was
Killing Me - The Julianna
Theory
18) Another Word for Desperate
- Straylight Run
19) Here's to Life - Streetlife
Manifesto.
Photo byKyle Smi
Freshman Business Major
Rachel Kallander keeps things
from getting to country, pop,
or hip-hop with her musical
choices.
Joe Diebes
creates
sonic
perfection
Johannes Ariens
Staff Writer
Techno, house, classical composure and
trance: generallyone would not place clas-
sical composition with this genreofmusic,
but to JoeDiebes the fit is truly sonic per-
fection. The fact of the matter being, what
Diebes is accomplishing in many ways is
leagues beyond the others. He has taken
pre-recorded sound bites of birds, string
quartets, opera and muchmore, giving each
sound it's own speaker creating a certain
individuality for each sound withoutgiving
more power to one than another.
As an alumni of Yale and Juilliard,
Diebes has a vast knowledge ofmusic and
the arts. This background has led him to
create a type of work that is both a com-
pletely pleasing audio visual experience,
and in most cases impossible to duplicate.
This is the beauty of Diebes work; in
many ofhis pieces you will hear a certain
combinationofsounds only once. Beyond
that even he doesn't know what is really
going to happen with the piece. This is
created by making every possible adjust-
ment he can to a sound, such as changing
the frequency, tone and speed, and then
placing a randomly looping algorithm on
each adjustment.
At this point, he has literally created an
uncontrollable, unpredictable sound from
what was previously, entirely concrete.
Diebes work also places strong emphasis on
spatiality and the physics ofacoustics. This
would be the second reason that you will
not be able to find his work on Kazaa or on
the shelves. Many of his pieces involve up
to 16different speakers. Therefore,without
theproper setup, his work wouldbe entirely
distorted from the original purpose.
In addition to sound manipulation Diebes
has also created operas where he done
away with traditional timing and meters.
By doing this, each of his artists are all
truly being introduced to a new way to per-
ceive who they are and how they perform.
Many of the artists are not used to such a
free environment. They record separately
from each other and are able to sing at their
pace, instead of at the conductor's. Diebes'
operas are different, in that each performer
has their own pace, speaker and position,
none of which is more prominent than the
others. That is the principle behind all of
Diebes' work, no competition, no hierarchy
and no star.
Diebes resides in New York City yet
travelsextensively with his art which in the
most literal sense; you must see to hear ,
and hear to appreciate. I recommend the
gallery to anyone who is even remotely
interested in electronic sound, classical,
or the arts in general. This is a "must do"
exhibit. The opportunity is rare to view the
type of art thatDiesbes is not only creating
but seemingly pioneering.
Go just across the Ship Canal Bridge
on 1-5 North, take the 45* St exit, hang a
right onRoosevelt and go to theJack Straw
New Media Gallery at4261 Roosevelt: The
exhibit is running between January 14and
March25'. For more information onDiebes
and his art go to www.Joediebes.com.
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A// questions, comments or concerns can be made at Ext. 6050 or catallar@seattleu.edu!
J Slay Involved on-Campus! J
! ASSU recommends these activities: !
I Diversity Retreat Interested in an ETHICS DEBATE? ■
1
r rr r r r r r r BETA ALPHA PSI has just the thing!
'
I Areuou motivated to seek, leadership roles at home, school \
I andthe wider community? A two-part competition with a |
I Do you wish to invoke chanqe? written & oral debate on Ethics ,
,n r- -r . l l r> with the potential to compete .
!
Does diversity mterestyou? nationally! I
Come andeppfore affthisandmore on this two-day retreat! Award: $100 Ist place
Participants come from a variety ofbackgrounds* experiences $5 ° for each team per portion '
ready to share, [earn, andhave fun together. Students must contact the Dean of their school
* to apply for this competition. ■
or r o T r-r T rT rrf F° r more information, contact I"February Jto-bth Sarah Bee @ bap@seattleu.edu or
respective Deans of your school.
■ 'Tor more information contact: =========^^=^======================^^
1 The Center for Student Onvofvement Comina Seen: SU ICE skating NIGHT! I
I Student Center Vavition iSo FREE Admission for all students! '
I oietinvo(ved@seatt(eu. edu I
Friday* February 4
I 7-9 p.m. Highland Ice Arena I
L—————————————-.—— — ■■ — — — — — ■■ — — — — — J
lit £> jP jP
student events and activities council
Check out these upcoming events (for questions contact 296-6047):
Get ready... It's ceming... Battle ef the Bends... G2.25.e5
Come enjoy good music (® SItPEJSBOIfJIs 3005
CoKee House WADfcEW E«^
Wednesday, January 26 @ 9 p.m.
730-10 p.m. ■■S*!?* efl^p 3e°
Hawk's Nest Bistro eontferenee feoow
Contact Tess @ Q^es^lons?
cheatlet@seattleu.edu to perform! Gutet @ eogsigH@secifefeietf.edtf
V ) V >^l
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The Spectator
NOW HIRING
Distribution Manager - paid position
open to university students. Send resume
and cover letter to leonardt@seattleu.edu
Sports Reporters - unpaid writers
needed to cover sports events.
Email sports editor at edelj@seattleu.edu
HBESS3SEEffIbiBI3HH
Marketplace
Come and have a
at the hrt*rnatl«Ml Dbuwr 2005. t(Qj
Enjoy delicious food and a glass of planet juice.
Featuring spectacular international entertainmentto dazzleand delight your
senses.
Door prizes include2 roundtrip ticketsto Europe and 2 Eurorail passes.
Januarya**, 6:00p.m. Campion Ballroom
Tickets forsale at CAC and the ISG SU Students $8, General Admission $10
For more information contact pO6) 296-6260
ijQ
Want You to be an OA! /
Be a part of the tradition of leadership,
have fun, and help welcome the Class of
2009 to the S.U. Campus. Become an
Orientation Advisor!
Applications are available online at:
www.seflt±leu..ertuc/getliAVolveri
Apply by February 7, 2005
Questions? Please contact us at:
New Student Programs
Center for Student Involvement,
Pavilion 180
296-2525
getinvolved@seattleu.edu
How would
you score?
Take a FREE practice test at
Kaplan's Test Drive and find out.
Saturday February 5, 2005
University of Washington
Call for individual test times.
Call or visit us online today to register!
1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com/testdrive
Test Prep and Admissions g
1￿Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners. S:
NEED MONEY?
WE NEED YOU!
You could qualify fora special blood program,
if you have recently been diagnosed with any of the following:
- Herpes Simplex l/ll - Mononucleosis
- Chicken Pox/ Shingles - Epstein Barr Virus
- Chlamydia - Other conditions may be
suitable, call for details.
Qualified Donors receive $200 par 4on*fion,
Plus mileage reimbursement*
Please Contact (888) 806-5215 for more information
All Calls are Confidential
fltk/ 'Further screening may be necessary In order 10 qualify I$r ■ .. . ,■■-■.-- .._
500
Broadview/Carkeek Park
3 BR, 2 BA apartment in
house. Recently remod-
eled, gas, W/D. Easy ac-
cess to Northgate/bus lines.
$1195+Util. Erik 206-419-
7497.
\ . jj|-|. 4.LSAT
Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT spe-
cialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than I do.That's why I still
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for thereasonable
price of $995.
I can answer any LSAT ques-
tion - let me prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:
524-4915
FOOTNOTES
CAMPUS VOICE:
by Greg Boudreau what kind ofart would you be?
Lisa Jung,
Sophomore, Photography
Marc Anderson, Junior,
Business Administration
Karen Overbey, Assistant
Professor, Fine Arts
Lauren Cowley,
Freshman, Undecided
Tim Merralls,
Senior, Philosophy
Gina Corsiglia,
Sophomore, Art History
"A stained glass mural-colorful
work which still allows light to come
through and isfragile yet complete."
"A classy, historical, wellknown nude
painting. Vd love to shock people and
get a varied response."
"Post-modernist architecture."
"I'd be a beautifully hand-painted
mug with plumppeaches and graphic
images ofknife fights and Gwar."
"Pop-Surrealism."
"A community mural because I'd like
to make the world a better place :)."
MISS LONELY HEARTS
Are you in trouble?
do you need help?
Write to Miss Lonely Hearts
and she will help you.
LonelyHeartSpec@hotmail.com
Dear Miss L,
No one understands the stress in my life. I
mean, I feel like I'm all alone. I have a problem
and I don't have anyone to turn to. I feel like I'm
on a roller coaster, except no one else is riding on
the roller coaster and it isn't an amusement park
roller coaster, it's a torture coaster that shakes
like the corrupted berth of a ship that is burning
in the turbidriver Styx. Also, the torture coaster
has uncomfortable seats that irritate my skin and
cause dryness and I have skin problems anyway
because it is totally impossible to find a creme
that that truly moisturizes and protects. This is
the stress in my life. You see, I have a paper due
on the Iliad and I don't even care about all that.
It was like decades ago. What's the deal with
Achilles anyways? Is he gay orjusta Sallypants?
I know you can help me. Please help me.
Sincerely,
Grumbling Idiot
Dear G.I.
I am struggling with your metaphor. What
exactly is the irritation? Is this a real pain, like
a rash, or some sort ofpsychological issue that
perpetually pesters you. Also, ifyou don't care
about the Iliad, why waste my precious space?
This column is not meant for narcissistic venters
like yourself, but for those who are truly in need.
Finally, how dare you accuse my sweet Achilles
of being a sallypants? Ifyou were half the man
he is you would see that he is just man enough
to embrace his true desires, man.
With Love,
Miss Lonelyhearts
Need Miss Lonely Hearts'
advice to help you
through the strife of life?
Email her at
LonelyHeartSpec@hotmail.com
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